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What is a mentor?




Someone who makes a long-term commitment to your career


Advisor



Advocate



Critic



Instructor



Counselor

“A good mentor will help you define your research goals, and then

support you in your quest to achieve them. He or she will share
knowledge, provide encouragement, and hopefully inspire you. In
addition to promoting your research, your mentor should help you to
develop your career goals and construct a scientific network. Above
all, your mentor should be someone you trust to always keep your best
interest in mind.—from Thoughts on Choosing a Research Mentor”

Three Major Factors in Selecting a
Research Group


The research program



The personality and mentoring style of the PI




More junior may need more guidance/support, more senior is more
about success of the program

The research environment

Qualities of a Good Mentor


Well-known and well-respected in your field



Open-minded, supportive, good listener



Communicates clearly



Fosters independence



Expresses expectations initially and often



Dedicated mentor, makes time for you



Acknowledges your contributions



Advocates on your behalf, supports external training opportunities



Introduces you to researchers in your field at meetings or conferences

Remember that no one is perfect! May not meet all of these
criteria

Qualities of a Good Mentee


Clear definition of the support and help you think you need



Recognition that one person cannot help you meet all your
mentoring needs



Understanding that your mentoring needs change over time



Ability to accept and work through meaningful criticism



Interest in working with mentors to help yourself grow



Commitment to make an effort to enable the relationship to
develop and function

Do Your Homework Before You
Begin


Talk to other students/fellows/trainees to get feedback on these
qualities



Do they receive enough direction, feedback/advice?



Is the mentor accessible and available?



Read up on your possible mentor’s work, manuscripts.





Topics should be of interest to you



Recent, high-quality journals needed

Understand the mentor’s current research funding


Important for career development awards

First steps


First and foremost, take the initiative


If introduced at a meeting, you can give them your card



But better to get their email and followup the introduction with an email
from you



Any email should be short and to the point, do not describe your entire
research agenda here!



Ask for their assistant’s email to set up a call/meeting in person to discuss
if they agree to the meeting



Things not to do:


wait for them to email you after handing them your card



Call them out of the blue



Make an appointment and not show

The First Meeting




Be prepared. Be prepared. Be prepared.


Bringing a bulleted list of questions and thoughts to a meeting is perfectly acceptable



Taking notes during your meeting is acceptable and frankly, expected

Some questions to consider asking:


Will you have your own project?



Will you be able to publish the results?



How does authorship work in their research program?



If your work is selected for presentation at conferences and workshops, will you be
given the opportunity to attend?



How often will you be meeting one-on-one? (should meet at least monthly)



What expectations do they have of you? What is the timeline of this project?

Questions they will ask you


Why are you interested in research?



Will you be pursuing research as a career?



How much time will you be able to spend on the research in our
program?



What types of research ideas and questions do you have?


This is critical: don’t be freaked out if you don’t have good research
ideas. This is usually stage-appropriate for junior investigators



If you’re prepared and have read their work, you can ask them to talk
more about a specific area that intrigued you


After discussing, offer to bring a list of ideas to the next meeting you have
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Mentorship Compact


There are many examples out there of mentoring compacts for
researchers


Lays out expectations for the mentee and the mentor both



Publications



Responsibilities

Individualized Development Plan


Update this for your mentor regularly (ask them how frequently)



Spend time on it! This self-reflection is part of the process




Long-term goals are particularly important

Hold yourself accountable to the goals and milestones set.


If not met, understand why and say so

Other hints


Writing: set dedicated times to write. Turn off email. Don’t check
clinical messages. Go offsite if need be.



Discuss writing expectations with your mentor


In general, I prefer bulleted outlines and shell tables rather than
complete paragraphs in first draft



Perfect is the enemy of good



I will shred it, regardless, so spend less time on the first draft and get it to
me sooner

Protecting your time with mentor
help


Ask if you can refer/discuss requests for your time with them


An advocate mentor can be very helpful with requests made from
chairs



Never say yes to ANYTHING in the hallway



Say no with alternatives, yes with caveats.



Ask for help in prioritizing your tasks.


They likely don’t know all of what you do

